By2020 conference
Session 11: The climate justice movement after autumn
Room 3
Main Questions:
Note Taker: Mary
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i) What are the priorities for 2021?
think about: objectives, targets, etc
ii) What tactics are missing to win?
-Mary: expand the movement in 2021.
-Augustyn : more mobilization in 2021, have civil disobediance all over Europe and
people massively joining in softer ways, universal geographically but also in different
ways people can be involved.
-Alice: I agree with coordinated expansion. Have a larger geographic coordination on
global level. One priority would be intersectional plan this automn to get bigger
alliances with climate justice movements but at the same time build alliances all over
the world. A coordination that would create a conversation about what are the
priorities.
-Xenia: in addition to coordination have a continuity, focus on one kind of
mobilization in automn and another in spring => better distribute actions. Try to have
an economical impact on the system.
-Augustyn: see more unity between movements. Have a huge visible moment that can
empower people.
-Alice: the next step would be to create the regional inventories in the context of the
Glasgow agreement. A lot of group will get together in different regions of the world
and define the priorities. Think global, do local.
-Anna: what are the forms of the actions in autumn taking into account the covid
restrictions?
=> examples: march with social distancing, smaller scale shut downs...
-Augusty: concerning the tactics, I think that we are missing more mobilization on
direct actions.
-Xenia: also concerning the tactics, we should start thinking how to normalize the
movement, and what possible direct actions they can do.

iii) What type of space do the climate justice movement need?
Think about different parametrs as:
• a) Coordination: At what level (local, regional, global)? With whom?
• b) Decision power of the space
• c) Organization: Managed it by the groups themselves? by a core team of
activists?
• d) Escalation
-Augustyn: we need global coordination. What is good with Glasgow agreement is that it has
both a national and global level. The idea is to work as a coordination platform rather than as
an organization, which makes it more inclusive.
-Xenia: maybe how the decisions are taken and if they are binding is not relevant right now
because there are still actions to be taken (??)

